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Appendix E
Extracts of the United Kingdom’s ‘Defence Industrial
Strategy: Defence White Paper’ (December 2005)
This appendix supplements the Committee’s comments in paragraph 2.220 in
chapter two. The most relevant pages of the White Paper have been extracted:




The White Paper’s Executive Summary (pages 6 to 11), which provides
an overview of the UK’s approach to the defence industry established in
2005; and
A section of the White Paper relating to the maritime sector (pages 68 to
77), which discusses measures specific to ships, submarines and related
systems.
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The Defence Industrial Strategy (DIS) is structured in three parts: Part Our aim in the DIS
A, providing the strategic context; Part B, reviewing different industrial sectors
VIII.
and cross-cutting industrial capabilities; and Part C, outlining the implications
For these reasons, we need to consider how best the
MOD should
for MOD and industry as a whole, and how the DlSwill be implemented.
seek to engage with the industrial base in order to meet our requirements.
The DIS flows from the wider Defence Industrial Policy (2002), and is'driven
I.

Part A - Strategic Overview

The giobal security environment in which the Armed Forces operate

II.

by the need to provide the Armed Forces with the equipment which they
require, on time, and at best value for money for the taxpayer.'The DIS is thus
one of many contributions to the wider aim of ensuring that the capability

has changed substantially over the past fifteen years. Facing new and complex requirements of the Armed Forces can be met, now and in the future.
challenges, the roles, size and shape of Armed Forces have also changed.
In parallel, the defence industry has evolved; defence companies are now
often transnational, needing to attract and retain investors in international

markets - forcing increased efficiency, restructuring and rationalisation.
We are now reaching a crossroads.

Although we are in the middle of a substantial transformation,
involving a series of major new platforms (including the future aircraft
carriers, Type 45 Destroyers, new medium-weight armoured fighting
lit

The DIS wil! promote a sustainable industrial base, that retains

IX.

in the UK those industrial capabilities needed to ensure national security.
Our interaction with this industrial base must provide good value to the
taxpayer and good returns to shareholders based on delivery of good

performance, consistent with broader security and economic policy.

*

To deliver this, the DIS:

X.

vehicles, and the A400M, Typhoon and Joint Combat Aircraft), we expect

.

these platforms to have very long service lives. This means the future

business for the defence industry in many sectors will be in supporting
and upgrading these platforms, rapidly inserting technology to meet
emerging threats, fulfil new requirements and respond to innovative
opportunities, not immediately moving to de5ign the next generation.

gives a strategic view of defence capability requirements going
forward [including new projects, but also the support and upgrade
of equipment already in service), by sector. Part of the strategic
view is specHying, in order to meet these, which industrial
capabilities we would wish to see retained in the UK for Defence

reasons. We aim to communicate the overall view to industry
as dearly as possible, recognising that plans change as the

IV.

In parallel, industrial rationalisation continues, and

strategic or financial environment evolves [and the DIS explains
our current internal planning process, to allow industry to make
informed judgements about how to interpret this information);

sustaining competition to meet domestic requirements is increasingly
difficult. In several sectors, following the entry into service of
major projects/ there will be substantial overcapadty in production

facilities in the UK defence industry in a few years'time.

.

gives further detail on the principles and processes that
underpin procurement and industrial decisions;

As we look to non-British sources of supply, whether at the prime or
subsystems level, we need to continue to recognise the extent to which this

.

may constrain the choices we can make about how we use our Armed Forces

where there is a mismatch between the level of activity our
own plans (and export/civil opportunities) would support and

- in otherwords, how we maintain our sovereignty and national security.

that required to sustain desired industrial capabilities onshore,

V.

investigates how we might with industry address that gap.
Companies now have more choice than ever before about which
markets to enter, which secure the best return for shareholders, and where to
VI.

The evolving market and the UK business environment

bdse their operations. If we do not make clear which industrial capabilities we
Xl.
need to have onshore [and this includes those maintained by foreign-owned
We recognise that in the UK we have a successful and
defence companies)/ industry will make independent decisions and indigenous sophisticated industrial base with a broad range of capabilities
capability which is required to maintain our national security may disappear. and which delivers a large proportion of our defence equipment
and services. We welcome overseas investment where this creates

Equally, we do not seek to restrict the scope for international
cooperation and competition where this is appropriate, and we cannot
afford to maintain a complete cradle-to-grave industrial base in all areas.
As industry has told us, greater clarity is therefore needed urgently on
which capabilities must be retained onshore, and which by implication can
be met from a wider market. The DIS does not seek to set out a preferred
route To international restructuring; that is very much industry's business.
VII.

But it does seek to create a clear UK context to inform these decisions.
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value, employment, technology or intellectual assets in the

UK

We also recognise the attractions of the US market, given its scale
and high levels of investment in research and technology, and that the level of
influence and attractiveness of MOD business varies by sector and by type ot
XII

company. But the UK provides a unique environmentfor the defence industry:
.

a greater proportion of our overall business is available
to industry than in any other major defence nation,
and growing expertise in the combination of systems
engineering skills, agility and supply chain management
required to deliver through-life capability management
gives the UK defence industry a comparative advantage;

J

.

.
.

.

we have a sophisticated demand forhigh-value products
technology or intellectual assets in the UK and thus become part of the
which have to stand up to active service, and consequently,
defence industry. Within this strategy, we aim to tell industry very dearly
are easier to market to export customers;
where, to maintain our national security and keep the sovereign ability to
we have an open market and diversity of suppliers wfiich
use our Armed Forces in the way we choose, we need particular industrial
encourages innovation, new entrants and inward investment;
capabilities in the UK (which does not preclude them being owned or
and profit potential and a trading environment which is open to new established by foreign-owned companies). We have therefore assessed
procurement models, including long-term partnering arrangements, industrial capabilities against national security priorities, broken down into:
which incentivise industry to drive down costs but allow increased
. strategicassurance (capabilities which are to be retained
profits where these are earned by improved performance;
onshore as they provide technologies or equipment
in addition, the Government helps sustain an attractive
important to safeguard the state, e.g. nuclear deterrent);
overall business environment, including:
. defence capability (where we require partkularassurance
. a stable macro-economic and politica! environment;
. leadership in science & technology, including
of continued and consists nt equipment performance);
. and strategic influence (in military, diplomatic or industrial
by targeted MOD investment;
. low costs;
terms), as well as recognising potential technology benefits
attached to these which have wider value. But as the DIS
. Strong support industries in finance, business
makes clear, even where we wish an industriai capability to be
services, design and marketing;
. a highly skilled and flexible labour force;
sustained in the UK for strategic reasons, that does not necessarily
. a transparent business environment that
preclude global competition in that 5ectorfor some projects.
encourages fair competition;
. specific support to the Defence industry, including
the Defence Export Services Organisation.
PART B - Review by Industrial Sector

UK

and Cross-cutting Capabilities
We also recognise that the bedrock of our procurement policy
has to be long-term value for money. Competition is often a useful
mechanism to establish this, but is not always appropriate, and needs to
be used intelligently, alongside other models, considering the nature of the
marketplace. The UK has increasing experience ofnew approaches which
may apply in different circumstances, and by setting out how we approach
different situations, and the various tools available, we hope in future to
Xlll.

B1. System Engineering

Given that the new platforms being brought into service are
likely to remain In our inventory for many years, and are increasingly
complex, it is little use investing in cutting-edge science unless systems
engineering capability and vital (ong-term knowledge is maintained.
New technologies will have less benefit if the knowledge of how they
speed the dedsion-making process significantly, and pick the right tool
might best be exploited and inserted into existing equipment has been
from the toolbox first time. We also recognise the need to improve the
lost. This demands a high level of systems engineering skills, at all levels
earned profit margins available to industry based on good performance if
we are to attract global investment capital into the UK defence industry.
of the supply chain (recognising that much of a platform's capability is
delivered through its subsystems, which will often be the route to upgrading
capability), sustained through the life of the equipment. The significance
xiv. The priority for the DIS is in ensuring that UK industry can meet the
of this capability varies by sector, but it is generally very important
requirements of the Armed Forces, both now and in the future. Wider
factors, as set out in Chapter A9, will continue to be considered in acquisition for maintaining our control of how we operate our Armed Forces.
decisions. The key to ensuring that a chosen procurement strategy is most
B2. Maritime
suited to the circumstances of a particular project is to expose the wider
factors which impinge upon that project at the earliest opportunity, engaging
XVlf.
relevant Government stakeholders from the outset in order to do so.
We require versatile maritime expeditionary forces, able to project
power across the globe in support of British interests and delivering effect
xvi.

Identifying and sustaining Key Industrial Capabilities on to land ata time and place of our choosing. To sustain this capability;
Every nation ideally wants to keep under its control critical defence
technDlogies, but no country outside the US can afford to have a full cradle
XIV.

.

it is a high priority for the UK to retain the suite of capabilities
required to design complex ships and submarines, from
concept to point of build; and the complementary skills to
manage the build, integration, assurance, test, acceptance,
support and upgrade of maritime platforms through-life;

.

For the foreseeable future the UK wi!l retain all of those capabilities
unique to submarines and their Nuclear Steam Raising Plant, to
enable their design, development, build, support, operation and
decommissioning. MOD and industry must demonstrate an ability to
drive down and control the costs of nuclear submarine programmes;

.

We also need to retain the ability to maintain and support the Navy,

.

There are a number of specific key maritime system capabilities
and technologies which we should retain onshore, and the

to grave industry in every sector, and our Armed Forces continue to benefit
from the extensive range offoreign-sourced equipment currently in service,
And it is readily recognised that much of the equipment procured from
UKprime contractors contains non UK sourced content. We welcome the

progress made in establishing understandings on security of supply and
the decision to introduce an EU Code of Conduct on Defence Procurement

which aims to create an effective European Defence Equipment Market. We
continue to welcome overseas products, and indeed in many significant

areas rely on overseas supply, with appropriate guarantees (which may
include technology access to ensure we can adapt equipment to meet

national requirements overtime) and/or judgement that any increased
risk to maintaining our operational independence is acceptable.
xv.The UK also retains a sizeable, open and broadly-based defence industry
which delivers a large proportion of MOD'S needs, and we welcome overseas
investment, especially from corn panics that create value, employment,

ability to develop and integrate into platforms compiex
maritime combat systems is also a high priority.

Defence industrial Strategy
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XVIiL

In the past, we have specified that all warship hulls should be bui!t

XXII.

The UK AFV Industry has consolidated so that BAE Systems Land

onshore. However, the national security requirement surrounds theabifity to
Systems (LS) is the supplier of 95% of our current inventory. We need to
upgrade rapidly, integrate highly complex and sensitive subsystems, and launch manage this in-service fleet through life whilst still retaining access to best
operations from the UK base. To sustain this requires a minimum ability to build of market products at subsystem level. Building on di5cussions already set
as well as integrate complex ships in the UK, not least to develop the workforce, in train, we will work hard with the company to give effect to the long-term
and to adjust first-of-dass designs as they develop. At issue is the capacity
required, The Future Aircraft Carrier, Type 45 Destroyer and Astute projertswill

partnering arrangement required to improve the refiability, availability and
effectiveness through-life of our existing AFV fleets. We intend to establish

keep the UK shipbuilding industry fully employed forsome years (and it may not a joint team early in 2006 to establish a business transformation plan
have the fabrication capacity to absorb the full programme at its peak), but from underpinned by a robust milestone and performance regime. We expect to
around 2016, the steady-state demand will be significantly lower. The business see a significant evolution of BAE Systems Land Systems both to deliver AFV
must be streamlined for greater efficiency and profitability. The cleartrend is
for fewer more capable platforms, able to incorporate upgrades as necessary
to respond to new technologies and threats. The ability to do 50 will depend

availability and upgrades through life, and to bring advanced land systems'
technologies, skills and processes into the UK. If successful in their evolution,

BAE Systems will be well placed for the forthcoming FRES programme.

upon us working together with industry to address the fundamental issues

of affordability and productivity. The industry, which is currently fragmented,
needs to consolidate and refocus around a core workload which sustains key
capabilities and represents a viable business. Provided our key capabilities are
maintained, not all of them must be exercised onshore for every project, and

B4. Fixed wing
XXUI.

Air power continues to offer the ability to transform the

battlespace, utilising its inherent attributes of reach and speed to enable

the strategic need for onshore execution will be judged on a case by case basis, strategic operational and tactical agility. We are introducing two new,
highly sophisticated manned combat fast jets, Typiioon and the Joint
xix.

We will immediately start negotiations with the key submarine

Combat Aircraft, which are intended to last for more than 30 years.

companies with the aim of achieving a programme-level partnering agreement Current plans do not envisage the UK needing to design and build a future
with a single industrial entity for the full life cycle ofthe submarineflotilla,

generation of manned fast Jet aircraft beyond these types. However,

addressing key affordability issues. The aim is to achieve this agreement in time precisely because the currentfleet and the new types we are introducing
for award of the fourth and subsequent Astute Class submarines. For Surface
Ship Design & Build, within the next six months, we aim to have reached a

common understanding of the core load required to sustain the high-end
design, systems engineering and combat systems integration skills that we have
identified as being important. We expect industry to begin restructuring itself

are likely to have such long operational lives, we need to retain the

ability to maintain and upgrade these types for a considerable period.
XXdl.

The focus must shift to through-life support and upgrade and

what is required to sustain this critical capability in the absence of large-

around the emerging analysis to improve its performance, and shall build on the scale manufacture. MOD has been working closely with BAE Systems, as the
momentum generated by the industrial arrangements being put together on
the CVF programme to drive restructuring to meet both the CVF peak and the
reduced post-CVF demand. Forsurface ship support, we will start immediate

UK'S only supplier of fast Jets, for some time to understand these mutual

challenges, which are likely to impact on the UK Industrial footprint, in
particular around BAE Air Systems'four main production sites. We intend

negotiation! with the industry with the aim of exploring alternative contracting to continue to work together to explore how 3 long term partnering
arrangements and the way ahead for the next upkeep periods, which start

arrangementforthe through-life availability of a significant proportion

in the autumn of 2006, Key Maritime Equipment industrial capabilities will
be supported by the production of a sustainability strategy by June 2006,

of the fixed-wing fleet might be delivered to 5usTain these capabilities
and deliver improved value for money. We aim on working during 2006
to develop the solution - which will be challenging given the scale of

B3. Armoured Fighting Vehicles (AFVs)

the transformation that is required - and to implement it from 2007.

n.
XXiV.
The APV fleet is key to the Land Forces'military effectiveness. There
We and industry share a dose alignment of interest in UAV
are compelling advantages to retaining a UK industrial AFV capability to
and UCAV technology. Although at present we have no funded UCAV
maintain and upgrade the capability of current and future equipment, We
programme, targeted investment in UCAV technology demonstrator
seek to maintain in the UK AFV Systems Engineering, Domain and Design
programmes would help sustain the very aerospace engineering and design
Knowledge for though life capability management, induding the ability to act capabilities we will need to operate and support ourfuture aircraft fleet.

as an intelligent customer for the design, development and manufacture of
new AFVs and their integration into networks. We also need the intellectual
ability to design, validate and interpret the results ofAFV testing, though

most test and evaluation facilities do not necessarily have to be on-shore.
We also wish the UK defence industry to be able to design, build and
integrate onto the platform AFVs'critical subsystems, including electronic
architecture, sensors and integrated survivabiiity solutions. We also need to

Such investment woufd also ensure that we can make better informed
decisions which will need to be taken around 2010-2015 on the future

mix of manned and unmanned aircraft. Additionally, UK industry will have
the opportunity to develop a competitive edge in a potentially lucrative
military and civil market. We intend to move forward with a substantial
joint Technology Demonstrator Programme in this area. We hope that
appropriate arrangements will be in place to allow this to proceed in 2006.

be able to repair and overhaul AFVs onshore, and we need the industry to be
able to respond quickly, including through deployed support on operations.
For future projects, we need industry to deliver the complex system of
systems that will make up the Future Rapid Effects System (FRES)fleet.
It is questionable whether any single company has the ability or
expertise to provide all elements of the FRES capability cost-effectively.
The mo5t likely solution will be a team, led by a systems integrator with
the highest levels of systems engineering, skills, resources and capabilities
based in the UK, in which national and international companies cooperate
to deliver the FRES platforms, including the required subsystems.
XXI.
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XXV.
Our plans to retain onshore the industrial capabilities required
to ensure effective through-life support to the existing and planned
fast jet fleet-and to invest in developing UCAV technology-will
also provide us with the core industrial skills required to contribute
to any future international manned fast Jet programme, should the
requirement for one emerge. This recognises both the uncertainty of
our very long term requirements - with the possibility that we shall
want to replace elements oftheTyphoon and Joint Strike Fight fleets
with manned aircraft - and that we should avoid continuing to fund
industrial capabilities for which we have no identified requirement.

Critical mission systems, including electro-optical (EG)
sensors, radar. Electronic Support Measures (ESM) and Defensive
Aids Systems (DA5) are also significant areas where we wish to retain
onshore capability and where suppliers must be able to work with the
prime contractor and be rewarded for developing new solutions.
XXVI,

Our need to retain a minimum level of onshore capability does
not necessarily mean that we will need to support all aspects of our aircraft
in the UK. For Typhoon, we will work with our partners to create a better
and more efficient business model for the aircraft's supportand upgrades,
ensuring that we retain onshore our ability to satisfy our sovereign
XXVII.

requirements over its lifetime. Clearly, BAE Systems, and, for the engines
and mission systems respectively, Rolls-Royce, Smiths Aerospace and Selex
Sensors and Airborne Systems will have a significant role to play in this..
UK
For the Joint Strike Fighter, the through-life support of the
aircraft will be provided from the Lockheed Martin Global Support System
which is being established on a co-operative basis amongst the nine JSF
partner nations. As part of this performance based arrangement, the
UK also intends to establish sovereign support capabilities which would
provide, in country facilities to maintain, repair and upgrade the UK fleet
and an integrated Pilot and MaintainerTraining Centre. Our aim is that
BAE Systems as a key JSF Industry partner to Lockheed Martin will provide
these support services in the UK under a Team JSF badge,There is no
fundamental defence requirement for a JSF Final Assembly and Check Out
(FACO) facility, although an ongoing Joint study between MOD, DTI and
BAE Systems, due to conclude in early 2006, is seeking to assess whether
a UKFACO is necessary to preserve essential engineering skills within
BAE Systems and would be a cost effective and affordable solution.
XXVIII.

There is no sovereign requirement to sustain an indigenous
capability in large and training aircraft. We will continue to
need, however, the systems engineering and design skills and
Intellectual Property Rights for the integration of new mission
systems, aviomcs and defensive aids into these platforms.
xxix.

B5. Helicopters
XXX.
Helicopters are inherently responsive, adaptable and flexible,
and contribute to a variety of military tasks. They can operate in a
very wide range of corn bat and environmental conditions, and will
often bean essential part of a balanced expeditionary force.

The helicopter sector has similar characteristics to the
AFV sector - a high concentration of knowledge relating to the
existing fleet, but a healthy international competitive environment.
AgustaWestland's systems engineering capability needs sustainment
to maintain our ability to support and upgrade the current fleet,
XXXI.

Our preferred solution is to invest in the Future Lynx product,
currently undergoing detailed capability and value for money assessment,
XXXII.

to meet our Battlefield Reconnaissance and Surface Combatant Maritime

Helicopter requirements and sustain the necessary Design Authority
capabil ity at the company in the short to medium-term. We intend to
promote a more open, predictable but demanding partnered relationship
with the company, to provide better value for money and reduce their
reliance on our investment to sustain the design engineering skill-base,
and accordingly intend to finalise a Strategic Partnering Agreement
with AgustaWestland by Spring 2006. We will continue to look to
the vibrant and competitive global marketplace to satisfy our future
helicopter requirements (including for support). We also wish to keep
different levels of capability onshore in rotorblades, mission systems,
survivability, vibration management and electronic architecture.

B6. General munitions

Recent operations have clearly demonstrated that despite the
increases in technology, modern warfare, particularly on the ground,
requires highly trained and motivated service personnel to engage in
combat at a very personal level. It is in such engagements that quality
general munitions are essential to provide the volumes of fire and the 24
hour, all weather capability required to suppress, neutrafise and demoralise
enemy forces. It is essential that we retain onshore the Design Authority
(DA) role and its underpinning capability for munitions manufactured.
We also require the ability to develop munitions for specific purposes to
match our doctrine, and maintain an intelligent customer capability for
non-UK designed munitions. A robust through-fife management capability
onshore is vital. It is also essential that we retain a proof and surveillance
capability onshore for UK designed munitions as well as at least a minimum
munitions disposals capability. We should also retain onshore the UK'S
insensitive munitions and related energetic materials capability, which
XXXII).

are world-class. But we do not consider it necessary to retain all aspects of
bulk explosives manufacture in UK and would be prepared to source small
arms ammunition offshore if security of supply could be guaranteed; it is

presently questionable given potential undercapadtyin global supply.
In this sector, BAE Systems has the majority of the existing business,
but there remain niche capabilities abroad and elsewhere in the UK which
may meet future needs. We have therefore adopted a partnership with
BAE Systems and are considering ways in which we can rationalise the
through-life management of munitions, without ruling out the prospect
of global competition for future projects at this stage. We also have
mlv.

partnering agreements with other suppliers (Rheinmettall and Wallop
Defence Systems) in niche areas. We will reach further conclusions on how
best to sustain our required access to general munitions in summer 2006.
B7. Complex weapons
Complex Weapons provide our Armed Forces with battle winning
precision effects. The UK is making a significant investment in the upgrade
and development of complex weapons, which peaks at just over £1BN next
year and will reduce by some 40% over the next five years following the
delivery of Storm Shadow and Brimstone. There is, apart from the Meteor
XXXV.

programme, little significant planned design and development work beyond
the next two years. This will present a substantial challenge to the industry.
XXXVI.
There are some types of complex weapon that we have bought
from overseas in the past, and we would be prepared to source future
torpedoes from abroad provided we retain the capability to support
the current inventory, write tactical software, and design and integrate
homing heads. However, we would wish to maintain the ability to design,
deveiop, assemble, support and upgrade other complex weapons, which
is a complex task requiring a number of critical and sensitive underpinning
capabilities. We also seethe potential of Directed Energy Weapons.

xxxvii. Thefragility of the wider UK industrial base is such that open
international competition could put the sustainment of key industrial
capabilities at risk. We intend to work with all elements of the onshore
industry overthe next six to twelve months to establish whether - and if so

how - we can achieve a sustainable industry that meets our requirements in
a value for money fashion.There is potential for industrial rationalisation and
consolidation and we will need to work with other European governments to
identify whether a coordinated approach to sustain a viable industrial base
is possible. But this will not be to the exclusion of US-owned companies,
in particular those who have established a firm foothold in the UK.

Defence Industrial Strategy
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B8. Command/ Control, Communication and

be retained within UK industry, it is primarily within the areas of systems

Computers^ Intelligence, Surveillance/Target
Acquisition and Reconnaissance (C41STAR)

engineering (including design and development), testing and evaluation,
and system packaging that the MOD needs to be able to maintain critical

xxxviii. This is a very significant area where we assume sustained

remedial action required to sustain these industrial capabilities.

elements of its CT capability onshore. We believe there is no urgent
expenditure, it will be the C41STAR related capabilities that will help
underpin the overarching Network Enabled Capability essential to
the continued transformation of our capability, by providing the
technology to deliver agile, networked and informed Armed Forces.

B.11 Technology priorities to

enable defence capability
mxv. To support the industrial capabilities identified across the sectoral

xxxix, Much of the innovation is driven by the civil sector and
we are in general a relatively minor customer in a market where
the pace of technological change creates its own set of unique
pressures. To maintain national security, we need to maintain
in the UK specific industrial capabilities, including:
.

High grade cryptography and associated
information assurance capabilities;

.

A continued ability to understand, integrate,
assure and modify mission critical systems.

analysis there are a number of areas in which the UK must sustain existing
technological strengths or where we should, resources permitting, consider
developing our expertise. There are other technologies showing promise across
a range of defence applications that may have either a large impact on specific

defence capabilities or a more widespread impact across many aspects of
defence. These are provisionally identified in the DIS, but we recognise we
need further work in 2006 to inform our research and technology priorities.
B.12 Test & evaluation (T&E)

as well as intelligent customer status and a research and development
base supported by a manufacturing capability in specific areas.
mx. There are a number of healthy companies with the reqtfisite
skills in the UK, and given civil opportunities in this sector and a large
number of planned projects, competition by project seems sustainable
for the foreseeable future. However, maintaining a cryptographic
capability currently requires s specific strategy to sustain an end-to-end
design, development and manufacturing capability. We are working
with other government departments to generate better coherence across

mxvi, T&E is vital to the development, introduction into service
and through-life support of the equipment used by our Armed Forces.
It contributes to a variety of activities which reduce risk to our Armed
Forces. We use a mixture ofin-house. Government Owned Contractor

Operated (GoCo) and commercial T&E facilities in the UK to support
the acquisition and sustainment of military capability. The majority of
MOD
T&E sites operated on our behalf by QinetiQ under the Long Term

Partnering Agreement (LTPA). All these capabilities are kept under constant
review to ensure that they continue to meet ourT&E requirements and
to identity potential rationalisation or efficiency opportunities.
xxxxvii. In some cases a UK based T&E capability is essential for,

Government, and increase industry's visibility of the total opportunities.

amongst other things, certain quality assurance, 5afety or operational

B9. Chemical, Biological/ Radiological,

element is to retain the ability to direct, understand, analyse and verify

and Nuclear Force Protection

T&E results rather than actually conduct testing on-shore, subject to
certain safeguards including security of supply. We will work with
industry to identify where such distinctions can be safely made. Our
current strategic intent in the medium term is to retain T&E capability

security needs and sovereignty of access. In other cases the important

We are committed to maintaining the UK'S political and
military freedom of action despite the presence, threat or use ofCBRN
weapons, and this is an area in which significant increases in investment
are currently planned. We need the UK industrial base, which is a world
leader in this field, to deliver intelligent supplier capabilities, 5ystems
engineering, specific technology research, as well as the supply of certain
mxi.

raw materials and the manufacture of medical countermeasures.

xxxxii. CBRN protection requirements have for some time been met
through a healthy competitive industrial market place. We will explore
however the potential costs and benefits of partnering, however,
particularly with the four main industrial players in the UK (Smiths
Detection, Genera! Dynamics UK, Serco Assurance and EDS), to see
whether other acquisition models could allow us to achieve rapid
and innovative acquisition and achieve better value for money,
B.10 Counter terrorism (CT)

xxxxiii. Given the nature of the international terrorist threat/ capabilities
previously needed in specialist areas and in Northern Ireland are increasingly
becoming required across the Armed Forces. This reinforces the importance
of the counter-terrorism sector, and provides greater opportunities for
both industry and MOD to become more cost-effective in the CT field.

within the UK, but to look for overseas cooperation where appropriate.
Work in the European Defence Agency may lead, in due course, to a

longer-term strategy to consolidate T&E capabilities across Europe,

PART C: Implementing the
Defence Industrial Strategy
xmviii. The DIS also presents real and fundamental challenges to the
Ministry of Defence. The strategy will not deliver unless the whole of the
defence acquisition community, including industry, are able to make the
necessary shifts in behaviours, organisations and business processes.
The basic principles ofSmart Acquisition still hold true and are
a strong foundation from which to take forward the DIS. But our future
approach to acquisition must be built around achieving primacy of
through life considerations; coherence of defence spend across research
and development, procurement and support; and successful management
of acquisition atthe departmental !evel. Our detailed implementation
plan has specific initiatives to address the objectives of achieving:
.

.

xxxxiv. Although there are aspects ofthe technology base within the
development, manufacture and sustainment of a CT system that need to
10 Defence Industrial Strategy

.

primacy ofthrough-life considerations;
coherence of defence spread accross research,
development, procurement and support;
sucessfu! management of acquisition at the Departmental level.

will

The measures identified under these headings are necessary
to improve our acquisition performance. But they may not be sufficient.
We will appoint a senior official to review our current acquisition
construct and recommend changes across the MOD'S business with
final recommendations by May 2006 for early implementation.
We will be looking for parallel commitment
from industry in the following areas;
.

planning more effectively and jointly for the long term,
embracing the vision ofthrough-life capability management
to meet our requirements cost-effective!/;

.

investing in growing and maintaining a high-quality
systems engineering capability within the UK;

.

promoting greater interaction and collaboration between
MOD
, prime contractors, SMEs and the universities to stimulate
innovation in science, technology and engineering;

.

encouraging trust, openness, transparency and
communication with MOD at all levels;

.

embracing open systems architecture principles and incremental
acquisition approaches throughout the supply chain;

.

working Jointly to foster better understanding of each others'
objectives and business processes, including a greater commitment
to joint education, staff development and interchange opportunities,

We will keep the progress of this work, and the extent to which
real change is being demonstrated on the ground, under review within
the MOD, through the Acquisition Policy Board reporting to the Minister
for Defence Procurement. We will want formally to review progress with
the National Defence Industries Council regularly. We will also review this

Strategy as a whole once every Comprehensive Spending Review period,

Defence Industrial Strategy 11
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B2.4 The two planned Future Carriers (CVF) will be the biggest surface
ships ever to be built in the UK - and will carry a strike package of Joint

The Maritime Sector is that element of the Industrial Base which

B2.1

Combat Aircraft (JCA). The CVF programme is sabject to an incremental

will
designs, builds, supports and disposes of all naval platforms and systems.
approvals process: Target In-service Dates (ISO) for the two vessels
It encompasses ships, submarines, and their integral systems; including
be agreed when the manufacture phase is approved. Given that both
propulsion, services, combat systems and combat system elements. It draws France and the UK are embarking on major, complex carrier procurement
extensively on other sectors, such as Guided Weapons, Aerospace and C41STAR projects, we are examining areas of mutual benefit and opportunities to
(Command, Control, Communication and Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance, deliver economies. It is for industry to put forward proposals which will
Target Acqusition and Reconnaissance). Maritime capability is delivered by the be judged on their merits and in light of national policies. It has been
effective integration of platforms and systems, and their through-life support. agreed with France that for co-operation to work, it must deliver cost

savings and must do so without delaying UK or French programmes.
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B2.5 The Type 45 Destroyerwill provide the RN's primary Anti
Future CVF&JCA (Computer generated image).

Stfdtegic uv^f v/^w
B2.2 The 2004 Defence White Paper, 'Delivering Security in a Changing

AirWarfare capability for over thirty years. It is a versatile warship that
willill provide exceptional detection and air defence capability when the
first of class, HMS DARING, enters service . This capability is centred

on the Principal Anti Air Missile System (PAAMS), delivered through a
collaborative consortium in EUROPAAMS; and SAMPSON, a UK Multi
Function Radar under development with BAE Systems. Up to eight
Type 45 Destroyers are planned to enter service in the next decade.

World- Future CapaWes', emphasised the importance of versatile maritime

expeditionary forces to project power across the globe in support of British
82.6 A Future Surface Combatant (FSC) study is looking at how
interests and delivering effect on to land at a time and place of our choosing, the capability currently provided by the Type 22 and Type 23 frigates
Future maritime operations are likely to follow a similar, expeditionary pattern might be met in the future. No decisions have been taken, but our current
to those conducted recently. The sea offers an opportunity for UK Forces to
assumption for planning purposes is a two class platform solution. The
operate with a degree of security and persi5tence, without reliance on the
Future Mine Counter-Measures Capability is also being examined.
territory of others for basing. These factors, in particular the need for freedom
to operate in an uncertain world, make the sea a very attractive location

B2.7 The Astute Class will be the most advanced and powerful

from which to project power. To take advantage of this the Royal Navy will
attack submarines the Royal Navy has ever operated and will play
in future need to be an agile, network enabled expeditionary force abie to
a key part in our defences for decades to come. With improved
switch between missions and tasks and to interoperate with chosen allies.
communications, a greater capacity for joint operations and the
The force will have the ability to deliver and sustain a full range of mi5sions:
ability to carry more weaponry, the Astute-dass submarines
from small highly focussed interventions with Special Forces, to large, high
will deliver a marked increase in the flexibility of our attack
intensity coalition operations, securing key influence in the process, This
submarines. Three Astute Class nuclear powered submarines are on
versatile maritimeforce will be capable of winning safe theatre entry for the contract with BAE Systems and due in-service in 2009,2010 and
deployment of Jointforces. Through amphibious operations and 3 full range
2012, with potential for a further 5, subject to affordability.
of medium scale offensive air effort, the versatile maritime force will deliver

Maritime Strike and Littoral Manoeuvre to achieve decisive effect on the land. B2.8 The future Amphibious Capability will be built around specialist
Equipment Progratnme
B2.3 We are currently in the middle of a substantial modernisation
programme that will enhance the capabilities of the RN. It has

particular emphasis on fewer but more capable platforms, focusing
on the capability to conduct expeditionary operations.
68 Defence Industrial Strategy

shipping consisting of two Landing Platform Docks (IPD), one Landing
Platform Helicopter (LPH), an Invincible Class aircraft carrier in the

LPH role, and four Landing Ship Dock(Auxiliary) (LSD(A)). The LSD(A)
class is expected to remain in-service for around 25 years. Additionally,
CVF will be deployable in a secondary role as a Helicopter Carrier.

^

r
^

work has diminished as a result of force level rationalisation, but the planned
life extension of Surface Combatants moderates the reduction out to 2030. The

level of future support still represents significant opportunities for UK industry.
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82.16 The assumed spend profile in the maritime sector is expected to
grow over the next ten years, providing a very strong programme of work
for UK shipbuilding asT45, Astute, CVF and MARS work comes on line. This
is followed by a longer term downturn as these major programmes come to
an end. As a customer, we cannot afford and do not need to maintain the
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A Landing Craft, Air Cushion (LCAC) from 539 Squadron Royal
Marines approaches the well dock ofHMSALBION.

current pace of successive new platforms once the new ships are in service.
This has implications for both new procurement and the volume of support
business required. As the graph demonstrates, a very significant amount

of resources - around half the amount the Department spends annually
on the maritime sector - are consumed in supporting naval equipment.

B2.9 The Military Afloat Reach and Sustainability (MARS)
programme is a significant planned investment in a new integrated
approach to Afloat Support, combined with investment in life extensions
for retained platforms. The MARS system-of-systems may include Fleet
Tankers, Joint Sea Based Logistics and Fleet Solid Support vessels.

Maritime
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B2.10 Type 23 Frigate Capability Upgrade Programme is

f

T 4/15

V(ai

44

Figure B2(i) Illustrative spend profile.
The above graph shows indkattve spending in this sector over the next
ten years. The figures from 08/09 are illustmtive and include a range in
order to emphasise the potential for shifts in investment priorities after
the end o f the cumnt Spending Review period. Jhis i5 prudent planning
which does not distort the overall iltustrative picture of general trends.
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What is required for retention
in the UK industrial base?

^

B2.17 Retention ofonshore capability is driven by two fundamental
V9

*

I

t

strategic requirements: the need to develop and support military capability
throughout its life; and the ability to mount operations from the UK base.
To meet these two requirements we have identified six strategic themes

..

supported by a breakdown of specific capabilities. Where these are at a high

r,,^,

.^

level the maintenance of each capability is critically dependent upon retaining
access to associated skills, facilities, processes and underlying technologies.
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Relative Onshore Capacity Requirement
Req 'Definition, Modelling & Analysis
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Concept Design
Architecture/.ystem - Of-Systems Design

Vanguard submarine,
B2.13 Capability investigations are underway, exploring
the utility of Minor War Vessels for Maritime Interdiction
Operations and an Anti-Fast Inshore Attack Craft capability.
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Setting to Work

B2.15 Support to warships, submarines and Royal Fleet Auxiliaries, including
their update and upgrade, represents a significant element of a platform's wholelife cost; for example, for CVF the initial procurement will account for around
one third of total through life costs. In recent years the total amount of support
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B2.14 The Offshore Patrol Vessel replacement for
the Falkland Islands Patrol role will be through a leasing
arrangement with VT; its expected ISO is 2007.
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B2.12 The Vanguard Class SSBM (nuclear powered ballistic missile
submarine) main sonar inboard eiectronks are about to be delivered by a
technically and commercially open systems solution, marking a pioneering and
significant change in our approach to through-life capability sustainment.
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B2.11 The TrafalgarClass SSNs (nuclear powered submarines)
are nearing completion ofaworld-leading sonar and combat
system improvement programme. This will ensure the submarine5
remain effective for the remaining fife of the class.
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complementary to the FSC concept and potentially extends the life of The
Type 23 Frigate. Capability upgrades are planned for the combat system,
with updates to address structural strength and platform systems to follow.
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Figure B2(ii).
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B2.18 Not all key capabilities must be eKerdsedonshore for every
project. The strategic need for onshore execution will be judged on
a case by case basis (Figure B2(ii) illustrates this point); with the
proviso that offshore delivery should not challenge the viability of key
capabilities in the Maritime Sector as a whole. Using this model we can

Through-life capability management. A good exdmple of this
in pf3ctise is the refit ofHMS ILLU'iTRIOU.S to piepare it for a new
dedicated strike carrier role. It is also a iiood exampie ot how the
shipbuilding industry can rtse to sucli ctiallenges. HMS iLLUSTRIOUS
was a 30 month, £12UM refi^, to deliver an extensive upgrade
package withm an ambitious Hmescale. It came in under budget.
enabling the swings to be re-m^ested in additiu«a! upgrades to

distinguish between that which must be executed onshore; and that
which may be competed more widely, but might need to be executed
onshore for reasons ofsustainability or commercial viability.

UK

the ship during tht; refn Central' to this success was 3 tnangular
partnership between the contractor, the MOD snd the ship^
Strategic capabilities for retention onshore:

cumpany. The NAO dtes this as a gcod practice example in its recent

report - Driving the Succest>tul Delivery of Major Defence Project;

^

Maritime systems engineering resourse: it is a high
priority for the UK to retain the ^uite of capabilrties required

tc design complex ships and submarines, from concept t

1..1

point of build; and rhe complementary 5ki1ts to manage

Shipbuilding and physical integration

the build, integrjtion, assurance, test, acceptance, support
and upgrade of maritime platforms through lif-e
Shipbuilding and integration there is no absolute
requirement to build all warships and Roval Ffpet Auxiliary
vpsseh onshorp, buta minimum ability to build and
integrate compiex ships in the UK must be retained.
Submarines: for the foreseeabie future th& UK will retail

all otthose capabilities unique to sutimarine; and their
Nudear Steam Raising Plant fNSRP), to enable their design,
development, buiid, iupport, cperation and decommissioning.

Maritime Combat Systems: the obility to develop complex maritime
combat systems is a high priority for the UK, and therr integration

B2.21 In a change to the previously stated Defence Industrial Policy
(DIP), there is no absolute sovereign requirement to construct all our
warship hulls onshore. We have revised our approach which concentrated
solely on hull construction, now to consider sovereignty of the highvalue capabilities needed for our operational independence.

B2.22 We need to build onshare to the extent that it sustains the ability
to design and physically integrate complex warships. Furthermore, since
warships are rarely prototyped, we need to ensure that we retain the

ability to learn and adjust designs whilst the first of class is being built.
Steel may be cut when the design is relatively incomplete compared to
other military platforms; feedback during the production process is critical
to ensuring that the platform meets the requirement as intended.

into warships and submarines is an essential onshore capability

^

Maritime support: the UK sha!l retam the dbilityto

maintain and support the effectiveness of the Fleet, including
incremental acquisition, generating force dements at
readiness, and meeting mgent operational requirements
Maritime systems and technologies: it isa high priority
to retain nnshore research, rievdopment and integration
of specific key maritime system' and technologies,

.

*

Maritime systems engineering resource

A

82.19 The systems engineering resource includes: design expertise from
early concept through to design for manufacture; all elements of maritime
project management and the ability to specify and manage complex
warship integration, test & acceptance at the platform and system-ofsystems levels. These skills are as relevant to the through-life management
of military vessels as they are to the front end procurement process.
B2.20 Maintaining control of the procurement and support processes
as an intelligent customer 15 essential, regardle5s of where they occur.
During initial procurement and throughout service, we must be able to
manage the product risk associated with complex maritime platforms,
particularly for the first of a new class of vessel. We are also required
to fulfil our duty as a safe and competent owner and operator of
our assets; and we will regularly use industry to provide supporting
advice. Therefore, retention ofthe Maritime Systems Engineering
Resource must encompass the expertise necessary to generate and

support military capability throughout the acquisition lifecyde.
70 Defence Endustrial Strategy
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B2.23 The build of warships extends beyond the simplistic view of
steelwork and its assembly, incorporating an amalgamation of skills,

Submarines

facilities, technologies and knowledge. In particular, it is the high complexity, B2.26 The UK'S fleet of nuclear powered submarines requires a specialist
value added aspects of ship build and platform integration that must be
maintained under UK sovereignty; this includes specialist hull construction

subset of skills within the maritime industry. We have duties of nuclear
ownership and commitments to the USA which can only be fulfilled by dose

involving signatu re amelioration, Nuclear Biological Chemical Damage

control of an onshore submarine business. Therefore, it is essential that the

Control requirements, and complex fabrication and assembly technologies.
These capabilities can be maintained in the long term only by their
continued employment in suitably representative programmes of work.

retains the capability safely to deliver, operate and mamtzin these platforms,

B2.24 There is no requirement for fabrication of basic structures in the
per se; however, mounting military operations from the UK base (including
the fit of specific equipment for the operation in question], requires the
relevant facilities and skills to be available onshore. Additionally, it is not

UK

without significant reliance on unpredictable offshore expertise. Th is

UK

delivery spans from conceptual design through to disposal, and includes the
management of submarine and nuclear safety; all underpinned by appropriate
science and technology. Some submarine sub-system elements may be sourced
from abroad, but only under appropriate arrangements that guarantee supply,
or from a sufficiently broad supplier base to as5ure access and availability.

effective to develop from scratch the most advanced, high-value skills needed B2.27 Deep scientific and technical advice on hydrodynamics,
for specialist hull construction or complex assembly tasks. There mu5tbe

manoeuvring & control, propulsor technology and atmosphere

sufficient fabrication onshore to sustain a skills development path for workers control are specific capabilities essential to submarine performance.
to learn their trade and progress towards the most challenging tasks.
Structural acoustic engineering design is not readily available from
B2.25 When determining where aspects of a programme should
be executed, straightforward cost considerations cannot be taken
in isolation. We must also consider the strategic requirement for an
industrial programme, sufficient in volume and complexity to deliver
higher-end capabilities. Programmes that wili tend towards total
onshore delivery are those where the complexity (typically'packing
density'or outfit to steel work ratio) is high: the management and
overhead of an offshore fabrication effort becomes iess attractive when

The high value aspects of a programme significantly outweigh the
low order fabrication costs. This is especially true when a high level
of outfitting is conducted at the same time as block construction.

the broader marketplace and has to be maintained within the
specialist submarine industry. Submarine hull and infrastructure
design and constfuction require the use of specialist techniques, for

example particular welding and fabrication processes, These specialist
underpinning key capabilities must be sustained in the

/

J

/

UK
/

/

82

B2.28 The ability to manage Nuclear Steam Raising Plant throughout
its life-cyde, including thefuel elements, is a strategic capability that
must be retained onshore. This includes design and development,
manufacture, test and evaluation and decommissioning. An irreducible
minimum level of associated facilities, intellectual resource and

supporting technologies must be provided within the UK or under

arrangements that guarantee UK control and safe ownership.
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Maritime Combat Systems

B2.29 A Combat System is a sophisticated and complex system,
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Figure B2(iii).

ongoing development is essential if interoperability and military
advantage are to be maintained. Combat System engineering

consists of two complementary endeavours: the logical development
ofsub-systems into a single Combat System; and the physical
integration of the Combat System into the platform, to deliver the
platform's military capability. These two aspects of Combat System
engineering apply equally for both surface ships and submarines.
B2.30 Not all elements of a Combat System must be developed and
provisioned onshore; but it is strategically important to be capable of
developing a single integrated Combat System. Maintaining control of
specification, design, integration and acceptance is fundamental to initial

Defence Industrial Strategy 71

*

procurement and through-Iife management of the Combat System,
including spiral development and incremental acqui5ition.This dictates
absolute involvement at the front edge of procurement and an ongoing
relationship with a sovereign Corn bat System Design Authority.

a significant issue, or control of the programme is strategically necessary.
UK
Contingent docking and recovery from operations will require a
dockyard, especially as embarked ammunition is often involved. For the

less complex platforms, refits may be conducted offshore (e,g. RFAs and
some minor war vessels) once sensitive equipment has been removed

The Type 42 Class of Destroyers ha
mdergone a major wnitertural
redesign and five Further capahility
dpqrarips in the last 12 years,

^

or security concerns, including force protection, otherwise safeguarded.
The requirement to refit the submarine flotilla onshore is absolute,
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B2.31 Physical integration of a Combat System into a maritime
platform requires co-operation between the systems engineering
organisation that maintains the design architecture of the platform and
the Combat System design authority; given the likelihood of ongoing
change through-life, this needs to be an enduring relationship. This
high value-added aspect of shipbuilding must be retained within
the UK maritime industrial base, Jfthrough-life development is to
be pursued for complex or strategically important platforms.
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Maritime support
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B2.32 Support of the UK Fleet has traditionally been divided between

Operational Support and Refitting, each with very different requirements
and characteristics. However, the division is becoming increasingly blurred
by an approach to routine upgrade known as'Fleet Time Fitting; which
is undertaken during periods in harbour for vessels at higher states of
readiness, Onshore ability to conduct both Operational Supportand Refit is
strategically essential, but largely for different reasons and at differing scales.
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T23 Frigate.
Maritime systems and technologies

B2.33 The need for Operational Support is equally applicable To warships,
submarines and RFAs. Implicit in Operational Support is the ability to mount
operations from the UK base through rapid force generation; it involves
bringing units to increased levels of readiness, including the installation of

B2.35 Running through each ofthe strategic themes is The need
to sustain sufficient research and technology investigation to develop

and maintain maritime domain expertise. This supports the UK in
mission specific equipment, and the provision and integration of equipment remaining an intelligent customer, even when buying elements
to meet urgent operational requirements. These tasks frequently require
from offshore, and is particularly pertinent to matching capability
a high speed cycle through the acquisition process, and involve classified

to threat. In the past, we have held sufficient research capability in-

military capabilities and the handling of highly sensitive material. Therefore, house, but it is increasingly developed and sustained by industry.
key discriminators for provision of Operational Support include maintenance
of national security and assured access to meet operational planning
assumptions. Conduct of system upgrades by'Fleet Time Fitting'increases the
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those of rapid force generation, albeit in slightly less demanding timescales.

ptepdiatiun tur Opeidtiun TELIC
more thdfi 30 wdrshius, subrndttfieb
dnd RFAs weie fitted whn uvef

120 opefdiionat enhdiK-ements
in less tlwn one month

4

B2.34 The infrastructure required to conduct refits is extensive and
not readily regenerated once lost, A level of surface ship refit capability
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B2.36 The UK has a strategic advantage in many key platform and Combat
System technologies and systems. These military capabilities are often in
sensitive areas and have high security classifications. For the purposes of
operationa! and strategic security, or assured access at times of tension
or conflict, onshore retention of key research and development is a high

must be retained in the UK to ensure guaranteed access when required,

priority. Onshore expertise also enables the exploitation of wider research

including for urgent operational support. An onshore refit capability

to deliver systems that meet UK capability requirements. Retention of these

becomes essential when security needs safeguarding, force protection is

key capabilities is fundamental to maintaining the battle winning edge,
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B2.41 The maritime support workload has also reduced in recent
years, both as a result of force level reductions and new rationalized
maintenance techniques. Whilst some increase in demand for updates
and upgrades will moderate this trend, the UK exhibits over-capacity
in support facilities. Existing suppliers have not been incentivised to
rationalise, as keenly competitive bidding has driven down prices,
limiting funds available for the short-term investment required. The
repair yards have therefore experienced fluctuating work loads.
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Global overview

B2.37 Worldwide commercial shipbuilding is mainly in Asia (Korea,
Japan and China), which has around 70no of world production. With
about 20% of world ship production, Europe is competitive for the more
complex platforms such as passenger carriers and specialist vessels.

B2.42 Ownership of UK warship yards has consolidated to two

BZ38 Global military shipbuilding is dominated by the LISA and Europe, In main companies with the skills necessary to design, manufacture
the US, ownership has consolidated into two main shipbuilding companies and and integrate complex warships: BAE Systems (Naval Ships and
two companies providing major sub-systems. Europe has twelve major military Submarines) and VT Shipbuilding; with further capacity at Swan
shipbuilding companies, with the bulk of These in UK, France, Germany, Spain, Hunter. DMLand Babcock Engineering Services have design capability
and fabrication skills but, together with FSL, essentially deliver
Italy, and the Netherlands: having consolidated from a larger industrial base
further rationalisation seems likely. Similarly, there are extensive military ship surface ship and submarine support (including upkeep).
repair facilities throughout Europe and within the US, many still controlled
B2.43 Areas of critical expertise such as design and systems integration
by national governments; consolidation and rationalisation is also evident in
skills exist throughout the industrial base, not simply within the
this area. To date, rationalisation has not extended across borders, although

some cooperative programmes have been pursued by European governments, manufacturing sector. For example, BMT, QinetiQ and Three Quays have
Retaining national military support facilities is widely seen as an essential
requirement for mounting and supporting operations of a first class Navy.
The UK sector

B2.39 The contraction ofthe UK shipbuilding industry has been
driven by fierce competition for commercial shipbuilding work,
primarily from within Europe and the Far East. The UK industry
is no longer sufficiently competitive to win substantial amounts
of traditional merchant shipbuilding, especially where extensive
conventional steelwork is involved. However, the industry
remains internationally competitive on high-value conversion
and refit work, and on specialist builds such as luxury yachts.
B2.40 A reduction in UK warship building has mirrored the parallel
reduction in the number of platforms required by the Royal Navy.
Nevertheless, the UK remains a major provider of warships, ranked
MOD
in the world's top four alongside USA, Germany and France,
is the UK shipbuilding industry's biggest customer, and naval ships
compme around 85% of those being constructed in UK shipyards.
We will spend several billion pounds in the next decade to procure
new ships and submarines. The potential for exports to help sustain
the UK industrial capability should not be underestimated. The
RNis a valuable asset to industry in promoting export business.
However, UK new builds for export are a small fraction of the
domestic output, whereas European states export a significant
proportion of their total build. This reflects the global demand
for modestly priced frigates, rather than the high-end complexity
currently represented by the majority of UK shipbuilders' portfolios.
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expertise in naval design and systems engineering; QinetiQ having the
additional capacity to undertake research. Other large companies without
shipyard infrastructure contribute significant capabilities. For example,
Rolls-Royce Marine design znd manufacture submarine nuclear propulsion
and marine gas turbines; Thales Naval is a leading Combat System design,
engineering and integration company, whilst supplying specific systems
such as sonar; Ultra is proficient in underwater systems and naval Command
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and Control. More than half the unit cost of a naval vessel lies with firms

other than the shipbuilder, and we recognise the importance of small and
medium enterprises as part of this mix, whether within the supply chain of
primes or those that work directly with the MOD. Many of the higher order
capabilities are dependent on the specialist skills and expertise ofSMEs.
SMEs'ability to meet our requirements is an important consideration.
^

Application of commercial capacity to defence
B2.44 There are clear differences between warship and commercial
shipbuiiding: the cost ofa warship is typically 70% systems, 30% hull
construction and outfitting; by contrast, for a commercial ship the figures
are typicallif 20°o systems, 80°& hull construction. The underlying skill
sets and processes for warship work are not available in yards focussed on
the commercial sector. In general terms, the more war-like the vessel, the
more complex the ship: this does not necessarily apply to hull fabrication,
but does apply to many aspects of design, outfitting, military system
integration, test and commissioning. Naval shipbuilding is specialist work
and demands significant assurance regimes, engineering and professional
support, whose underlying skills take time to build and effort to sustain.
B2.45 The differences between military and commercial shipbuilding
need not necessarily exclude commercial shipyards from military
shipbuilding. Their expertise potentially is relevant to less complex
auxiliary and support vessels, where commercial design and production
techniques offer considerable efficiencies over warship construction
^,^
The wider commercial sector also offers a benchmark against
which military yards can set performance improvement targets, taking

into account the increased complexity of military shipbuilding. Nonwarship facilities also undertake a valuable supporting role in fabrication
and other work, particularly during periods of peak demand for
facilities and resources. The wider industrial base has system integration
experience, but this is not directly comparable to the complexity of
warship integration. Nevertheless, there are some useful lessons to
be learned from the Alliance/partnering approach the wider industry
adopts, the potential of which will be exploited by the CVF programme.
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The UlCs Maritime Industrial Base must

UK Military Shipbuilding Skills Base

deliver improvements in its performance.

UK mthtsry .'.hipbuilding feqmres a highly skilled
worl< force that can be confident in an enduring

.

B2.47 To deliver an affordableforward programme the maritime sectorfaces
considerable challenges, including industry's ability to control costs. The UK
maritime business is characterised by high and increasing overheads, and has a
skills base spread across too many entities. Procurement strategies and commercial
arrangements have notadequately incentivised or enabled rationalisation and
efficiency improvements. The sector has failed consistently to deliver satisfactory

and itabie career path. This is particularly true
of the high value sf(i[ls,knowiedge and expertise
demanded for the delivery of complex warships.
The ratio of white to blue-collar worker in commerna

.

performance, with several high-profile maritime projects encountering delays

yards is 16, in military yards it is about 1-1 -7.
In some aieas, industry is confident of its ability to
generate capability rapidly should the need arise,
sreefwork fabrication bpmg a key example. However,

.

many military standards (such as for welding and surface
flatness.; are higher than for commercial work.

operational lives and increased opportunity for regular upgrades in response to new

Research suggests that when shipyards lay-off

technologies and threats. The ability to do so will depend upon us working together

workers, 70^o of them leave the industry and are
unavailable for re-hire by their former employer.

with industry to address the fundamental issues ofaffordabilityand productivity.

.

There is a perceivbd skills shortage in specific capability areas
For example, industry agrees that desiyn engineys aie in
short supply; and the inteflectual support yf underpinning

.

science and techpology is aiso fragile in some area^.
Dfmographics are likely to feature as an increasing
challenge in the sustainability of this workforce and the

.
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Age Distribution of UK Shipbuilding Labour Force
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Challenges for UK Shipbuilding
Independent study has shov. n.

delivery of the Maritime Sector's keyc3pahi!ities

30^

and cost increases. The business must be streamlined for greater efficiency and
profitability, whilst mirroring UKdemand and maximizing the opportunity for
export. The UKwill need to buy warships and submarine5 for the foreseeable
future, butthedeartrend isforfewer, more capable platforms, with longer
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Major UK Defence Acquisitions are typically behind '.checiule.
Commercial ihips are typically produced on time.
Ship buildpr; employ no consistent forecasting methodology
We must woik with industry to better manage late changes.

Late delivery of commercial ships attraLts mure punitive
financial penalties than for military vessels
The commerdal and military markets differ sigmfifdiitly

in ^hip size & complexity, acquNtion process, design and
a

conitruction, and the work force ikil] set; and make-up
Industry restructuring and changed industry/
MOD processes couid benefit the UK rmhtaiy
programme and increase export opportunities.
Source: 'Monitoring the progress of
shipbuilding programmes'. RAND 2005

Source: 'Outsourcing and Outfitting Practices. RAW 2605

Sustdinmept strategy

Without improvements in performance, delivery
of the forward equipment programme is
threatened. Industry restructuring is a priority.

To maintain the key capabilities/ a vibrant
onshore forward programme is required/
focusing on high value activities.
K1M The planned maritimeforward programme represents a healthy
customer order book forthe industry and is likely to sustain UK empioyment in
the maritime sectorwell into the next decade. The UK Maritime Industrial Base

currently possesses the key capabilities required to support this programme.
Furthermore, the UK has the industrial capability to design, manufacture and
support all UK Fleet surface ships, submarines and auxiliaries, but may not have
the fabrication capacity to absorb the full programme at its peak. However,
the high volume of program med shipbuilding activity cannot be sustained
indefinitely, Beyond the peak of activity for CVF the potential work available
to UK industry reduces to a steadier state by around 2016. The future for UK
shipbuilders lies in high value design, systems and sub-system assembly and
integration; plus specialist and novel hull construction capability, particularly
where there is a high outfit to steel ratio, as exhibited in complex warships.
i

'Reducing the strains in the labour force available for warship
building in the UK'. Fumess Enterprises Ltd. July 2003.
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B2.48 The current situation is unsustainable and places huge
pressure on the future programme. Whilst applicable to surface
ships it is compounded many times over m the submarine domain,
due to the high cost of entry for these specialist capabilities and
the very high overheads for their continued delivery. Industry
restructuring and consolidation is likely to be a key feature of any
improvement programme, and fundamental to creating a viable and
sustainable business to meet anticipated steady-state demand.
B2.49 In addition to horizontal consolidation the potential for
integration of procurement and support delivery must be realised
if efficiencies are to be generated. This offers the prospect of better

management of thrcugh-life military capability, from delivery to
disposal. It would also entail rationalisation of facilities and the
skill base, delivering a more enduring and stable career path.
B2.50 In light of the serious financial challenges facing the industry, it
is our view that consolidation should occur as a matter of urgency. This is
particularly pertinent to the Submarine domain, but applies across the board.

The nature of restructuring is for industry to
consider, but must be customer focused

There will be a minimum level of activity/ or Core

B2.51 We will not micromanage industry's restructuring but it must
be customer focused and we are likely to express preferences as different

B2.53 We recognise that simply maintaining a minimum sovereign

Work Load/ necessary to sustain the key capabilities.
industrial base is not likely to be attractive to industry or to represent

they arise and these might involve some form of Government stake in how

good value for money. To make the industry viable will require a throughlife capability approacti based on cost of ownership. Working with
industry we will define a Core Work Load that not only would sustain

are critical to improving the efficiency ofthesupply demand relationship.

viable, allowing industry to scale its core capacity accordingly.

We will pursue procurement strategies

B2.54 The Core Work Load will contain all activity unique to submarines.

approaches emerge. We must be confident that consolidation will be
beneficial to MOD and industry. We are considering potential models as

the industry develops. We also recognise that as the predominant client we the key capabilities, but also offer value for money and be commercial y
For surface ships it is possible that only a proportion of the total programme
in any given period may be required to sustain key capabilities. Th is core
is likely to be centred on, though not necessarily restricted to, an onshore
build capability for large complex warships. This activity will provide
the necessary experience for the management of build, integration and
testing across the wider maritime programme. The Core Work Load will
include support activities required to prepare and deploy UKforces.

and commercial arrangements that are

optimised for the sector to deliver three key
objectives: a sustainable enterprise, better

performance for MOD, and opportunities for

attractive rates of return for industry.

B2.52 We will seek to employ more sophisticated strategies and
arrangements thatwillbeoptimised for thesector. Corn petition will
continue to be used when appropriate/ especially for embedded electronics
and marine equipment, but alternative approaches will be developed
where they are necessary to deliver greater value for money and long
term susta inability. As an example of an optimised approach the Future
Carrier (CVF) project is being pursued through the CVF Alliance, This
type of arrangement is well established in the oii and gas industries
but innovative for UK defence acquisition. It draws on the strengths,
resources and expertise ofal! parties with rewards geared to the overall
project outcome rather than maximising bendits to one participant

We will provide industry with visibility of a
/

B2.55 We will seek to sustain this workload to ensure the retention of

B2

key capabilities and the viability of the business that delivers them. This
will be achieved by viewing the forward programme as a set of projects

that may be phased to balance required military capability, affordability
and industria! susta inability. Clearly, flexibility will continue to be required

1

as circumstances can change; but given the importance of sustaining a
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sustained demand to deliver this Core Work Load.

critical mass ofonshore expertise, forboth maintaining sovereignty and
delivering value for money, sustainability impacts will be given serious
attention when adjustments to the programme are being considered.
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B2.56 The concept of project frequency, or'drumbeat^ is a response to this

*

theme. For submarines we have endorsed, but not yet committed funding for
a 24 month SSN build drumb&at. This scales the build capacity to be satisfied

t

by the industry supply chain after the third Astute Class submarine (HMS
V

^

^r
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ARTFUL); and sets the rhythm for the rest of the programme, notably support.

I

The longer term surface ship production drum beat is of the order of one new
platform every oneto two years, given anticipated force levels and platform
life cycles. The concept ofdrumbeat is not restricted to major platform delivery,

*

*

but includes discrete key capabilities, such as Combat System development
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B2.57 The Support work-rate is set by the size of the Fleetand the

v

maintenance cycle, which is dominated by overhaul periods, and defuelmg for

*
J

submarines. The new vessels (Astute Class, Type 45) will require less maintenance

^

than legacy platforms. This combines with the reduced size of the Fleet to

*7

result in a lower and fluctuating maintenance demand. To counter this we are

.ft.

<<

assessing alternative maintenance cycles with more frequent, less intrusive

^

interventions, which will both smooth demand and improve readiness.

^
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We will not pay a premium for capacity in excess
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of that required to deliver the Core Work Load

*

B2.58 Projects within the maritime programme that exceed the
Core Work Load requirement may be widely competed and potentially
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undertaken offshore if it does not prejudice the key capabilities. UK

* *

industry will be able to bid for thiyapacity allowing. However, we
wi
^T^ l not expert industrial capacity over that required to meet the Core
Work Loadto have an adverse impact on the MOD'S overall exposure
-rf
to industry's overheads. When considering work outside the Core Work
Load envelope, we will not make a simplistic distinction between entire
platforms: the concept applies equally to discrete project elements.
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B2.59 The CVF and Type 45 programmes represent a significant deviation
from normal steady-state demand, it would be unwise to expand onshore
capacity above current levels, only for it to contract rapidly after CVF delivery.
Low complexity elements ofCVF build are strong candidates for offshore
provision, if UK steady-state capacity is exceeded and better value for money

Combat Systems sustainability and ongoing
development will be promoted by the use of
modern design and integration techniques, whilst
facilitating integration of products from both large
scale traditional suppliers and smaller enterprises.

is offered elsewhere. After theType 45 and CVF surge we will seek to ensure a

managed transition to a more typical, less intensive build/integration activity. B2.64 Combat System design and integration capabilities area clear
This will involve smoothing the work rate to sustain the Core Work Load.

strategic imperative to deliver the required installed performance in
maritime combatants. The adoption of planned and future upgrades
willill help to maintain the necessary suite of capabilities. In parallel,

I1

submarine and warship initiatives to converge towards a reduced set of

^
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core Combat System solutions will support the incremental approach.

*

These common core Combat Systems will seek to exploit Modular Open
System Architecture design philosophies, to enable continuous obsolescence
management and affordable capability insertion across the Fleet.
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We recognise the fragility of the design base

4

and we will implement measures to exercise the

^

\

capability when this is strategically necessary and
can be shown to offer long-term value for money.

'-»

B2.60 Major design is a relatively infrequent activity naturally occurring
just once per class. However, maintaining the platform design is a through-

life activity, with updates and upgrades requiring significant design effort
up until a platform's last refit [often with further application on disposal).

^
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Type 23 Frigate's Operations Room.

By combining the new build and support design activities in a rationalised
manner, a more sustainabie capability is possible. This also offers the
potential for whole-life cost reduction and capability enhancements,
as well as long-term career paths for the associated engineers.

B2.65 The Surface Ship Combat Management System Convergence
and submarine Common Core Combat System initiatives are both
seeking to promote these strategies in the medium term. These
initiatives have the potential to consolidate and retain the strategic
capabilities necessary to form Combat System Architecture Authorities
B2.61 CVF detailed design work will employ much of the nation's maritime and support the specialist capabilities necessary to integrate modern
engineering workforce to the end of the decade. However, early concept and
high-technology sub-systems. A key objective is to exploit Open

architectural design requires a subset of this skilled workforce, which will need Architectures to allow SMEs, many from within UK industry and
managed short term sustainment as their employment by CVF diminishes.

academia, to contribute niche capabilities in areas such as sensor
algorithms, data fusion, security, and knowledge based systems.

B2.62 Submarine design capability is at risk if long gaps emerge between
first-of-class design efforts. The eleven year break between the design of
B2.66 In the longer term we will investigate innovative
Vanguard and Astute undoubtedly led to a loss of capability and impacted on methods of sustaining the UK'S Combat System design,
the Astute programme. We now aspire to an Eight year drumbeatto sustain the integration and acceptance expertise and associated facilities.

design capability through incremental improvements, both to drive down buiid We will welcome novel proposals from industry.
costs and reduce subsequent support costs. In the short term key design effort
will be focussed on improving these whole-life costs in the existing Astute

design, particularly in areas that have direct benefit to subsequent classes,
B2.63 The submarine design programme will ensure options for
a successor to the current Vanguard class deterrentare kept open in
advance of eventual decisions, likely to be necessary in this Parliament.
Cost-effectiveness will cleariy be a key factor in any consideration of

potential options, both submarine based and non-submarine based.
For submarine'based options it will be very important that MOD and

industry are able to demonstrate an ability to drive down and control
the costs of nuclear submarine programmes. Industry will be fully
engaged in ensuring that design efforts achieve the maximum impact

We will take specific measures to ensure
sustainability of significant capabilities in 2nd
and 3rd tier suppliers where these are at risk.
B2.67 We need further work to better understand the risks to

2nd and 3rd tier suppliers. Certain key capabilities have very limited
sources of supply, which become fragile if they are not loaded or

managed appropriately. Several levers exist to reduce exposure to
this risk, ranging from increasing volume by amalgamating orders, to
removing the critical component by redesign. We will work with primes
to prevent the loss of key capabilities through failure of the supply

in control of submarine build and support costs, so sustaining the

chain. We are already moving in this direction with recent examples
including procurement action to sustain the Astute Boat supply chain,

potential far this signiftcant future business and military capability.

and proposals to restructure aspects of the NSRP supply chain.
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B2.68 Frequently a significant proportion of the escalation in project
costs occurs through bought-in equipment. !t is imperative for the
MOD and industry 1 st tier suppliers to ensure that they manage
exposure to cost escalations throughout the supply chain.
We will seek to work together with industry to
develop and sustain our own capabilities.
B2.69 It is essential that we sustain the qualities necessary for
the MOD to fulfil its obiigations as a safe and competent owner
and operator of its vessels. In some specialist areas our capability is
fragile. Action is now in hand to redevelop these areas and to actively
career manage associated disciplines. We anticipate th is will include
working with industry, using secondment and joint working to develop
knowledge for the benefit of both the MOD and the private sector.

industrial arrangements being put together on the CVF programme to drive
restructuring to meet both the CVF peak and the reduced post-CVF demand.
For surface ship support, we will start immediate negotiations with industry
with the aim of exploring alternative contracting arrangements and the
way head for the next upkeep periods, which start in the autumn of 2006.
Key maritime equipment industrial capabilities will be supported by the
production of a sustainability strategy for these equipments by June 2006.
The high work load in the immediate Maritime
Equipment Programme opens a window of
opportunity for industry to do things differently.
B2.75 The increased demand of the next few years will diminish after the
middle of the next decade. Although over-capacity offers the theoretical
prospect of competition, this is unlikely to be sustainable in a shrinking
market. Value for money may soon be delivered better through alternative

B270 A range of measures are being applied to improve our performance and strategies. For example, one fully loaded allocated stream of surface ship
coherence. For instance, Director General (Nuclear), based in the DLO, has been

build might offer better value for money than several partially loaded

appointed asthe single focal point for delivery of nuclear submarine programmes streams in competition. We have been working to smooth out the long term
across the MOD. We are committed to change that enables industry to perform

effectively and address overall long-term susta inability. In particular, we are
developing a stream ofwork known as the Maritime Industrial Strategy (MIS).
MIS will be at the heart of developing a sustainable
relationship between the MOD and industry.
B2.71 We have been working with industry on the MIS for some time,
looking at how we can best tackle these difficult sustainability issues.This

cydicai demand for naval warships and provide a more predictable future
for ourselves, and industry. But this more stable future can only be achieved
if the design, manufacturing, support and integration capacity within
the industry is matched to that pattern of demand. There is a clear need
to streamline the businesses, making them more efficient and profitable,
removing duplication and establishing clear centres of excellence, to meet our
requirements and maximise the military export potential. This is good for the
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Royal Navy, the taxpayer and for the long term sustainability of the industry.

work is concentrating on more clearly identifying the likely volume and timing 82,76 Our shipbuilding industry needs to renew itself and there
of future business, and defining in greater detail how we plan to maintain
the sovereign capabilities we require. This includes defining the Core Work
Load in discussion with industry. In parallel, we expect industry to begin
restructuring itself around the emerging Core Work Load. The success of the

is a window of opportunity to do so, now. By taking this opportunity
head on and tackling the challenges it presents, there can be a
fundamental shift from seeking profit through volume, to profit
derived from excellent delivery, long-term support, and the continual

MISis ultimately dependent on companies'willingness to work together and improvement of the military capability available to the front line.

draw their own conclusions. However, we need improvements in quality and

efficiency if our programme is to be affordable. The MIS needs to define the
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routemap to delivering this whilst sustaining our sovereign capabilities.
ff

B2.72 MIS now embraces the Submarine Acquisition Modernisation (SAM)
and Surface Ship Support (S5S) projects. These initiatives were launched
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to address growing concern at the performance of elements of the sector.
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By combining these projects, examining both procurement and long-term

support improvements, we recognise that a viable and sustainable Maritime
Sector is dependent on a more coherent approach across both domains.

>

We will move ahead quickly to begin making
the most of immediate opportunities.
B2.73 Under the MIS, we will immediately start negotiations with the
key companies that make up the submarine supply chain to achieve a
programme level partnering agreement with a single industrial entity for
the full life cycle of the submarine flotilla, while addressing key affordability
issues. The objective is to achieve this agreement in time for the award
of the contract for the fourth and subsequent Astute class submarines
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in early 2007. This wili be matched by the implementation of a unified
submarine programme management organisation within the MOD.

^

B2.74 For surface ship design and build, we aim within the next six months
to arrive at a common understanding of the Core Work Load required to sustain

the high-end design, systems engineering and combat systems integration
skills that we have identified as being important. We expect industry to

begin restructuring itself around the emerging analysis as set out above to
improve its performance. We will build on the momentum generated by the

HMSARGYLL.
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